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In a Time like This ?

Experience 

• Lament

Anxiety & 
Weariness

Self care 

Ref lection 

• Where is 
God in this ?

Choosing our 
priorities

Naming the 
Blessings 

Action 

• Confidence 
in faith 
communities

Open to new 
showings

Excited by 
opportunities



There is a sweet spot 
between the known and 
the unknown, where 
originality happens; the 
key is to be able to 
linger there without 
panicking. 



The Edge of the Inside

Victor Turner 

The edge of things is a liminal space—a holy place or, 
as the Celts called it, “a thin place.” Tending the soul 
through the lens of liminality. When leaders begin to 
frame their challenges as a liminal experience. This 
seems to unleash fresh energy, creativity and hope.

How far are we  defining their ministry in terms of 
failure or loss? There are few simple solutions. There 
are no promises of growth. We are invited to stand 
firm in a disorientated state, learn from our mistakes, 
and live in the face of  our confusion

Liminality refers to a quality of ambiguity or 
disorientation that occurs during transition, when a 
person or group of people is in between, something 
that has ended and something else that is not yet 
ready to begin. 



Limen –
doorway -
threshold

• Limen referred to the stone placed on the threshold of the 
door that physically had to be mounted to cross from one 
space to another.

• Liminality can describe the evolving state of an individual, 
place, organization or institution – anything stuck in the 
neutral space between an ending and a new beginning. 

• Liminality can also be understood relative to physical spaces 
and periods of time. In fact, liminality can describe the 
disorientation of an entire era or civilization.





Liminal seasons 

require us to build 

the bridge as we 

walk on it.



A Spiritual Revolution?

Our present liminal era as a spiritual 
revolution, marked by profound 
spiritual curiosity, deep theological 
engagement, and a reawakening of a 
mystery that embraces silence.

Tippett compares this period to the 
outbreak of early monasticism in the 
sixth century and the movement of the 
desert fathers and mothers in the first 
centuries of Christianity.





Doing Theology / Being  Reflective ?

God is abundant 
and so is the life 

that God wants for 
us?

How do create, 
sustain and 

celebrate abundant 
life?

Naming our 
experience of grace 

and kindness.

Where is your 
experience of 
comfort and 
restoration?

How do we bring/ 
share/ see Hope ?

Ingenuity, 
resilience, 

creativity, inclusion.



Action ?

Get used to 
different 

People think more 
about relationships 

that theology

The Church is not 
the building 

From Self Care to 
Community Care

The recovery of the 
relational

A new apologetics Befriending Death 


